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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSMITTING SYNCHRONIZATION SIGNAL

(57) The present invention relates to the mobile com-
munications field, and in particular, to a synchronization
signal sending method. A network device obtains a first
signal after performing discrete Fourier transform DFT
and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing OFDM
modulation, or OFDM modulation on a ZC sequence
whose root index is 1; the network device obtains a sec-
ond signal after performing DFT and OFDM modulation,
or OFDM modulation on a conjugate sequence of the ZC
sequence whose root index is 1; the network device gen-
erates a synchronization signal, where the synchroniza-
tion signal includes the first signal and the second signal;
and the network device sends the synchronization signal
to a terminal device. By using this method, when there
is a relatively large frequency offset between the terminal
device and the network device, an M2M service require-
ment can still be met.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of wireless communications technologies, and in particular, to a
synchronization signal transmission method and an apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With rapid expansion of a machine-to-machine (machine to machine, M2M) communications application, an
M2M market has witnessed explosive growth in demand and scale. Therefore, a terminal device of an M2M service
faces a challenge of low power consumption and low costs. Therefore, when a synchronization solution is designed,
power consumption and costs, that is, a delay and complexity need to be minimized.
[0003] However, due to costs limitation, crystal oscillator precision of an M2M terminal is usually relatively low. This
causes a relatively large frequency offset in the terminal device relative to a network device (for example, a base station),
and the frequency offset causes a continuous phase change of a signal in a time domain. Therefore, an existing syn-
chronization technology cannot meet an M2M service requirement in the case of the relatively large frequency offset.
[0004] An application environment of an M2M communications technology is usually a basement or a remote area.
Therefore, a requirement for deep coverage or wide coverage needs to be met. Therefore, a signal-to-noise ratio of an
environment in which the M2M terminal is located is relatively poor, and in an existing manner, a problem of the poor
signal-to-noise ratio is resolved by ensuring a sufficient sequence length. In addition, a frequency resource of an M2M
communications system is also limited, a length of a synchronization sequence generated in an existing LTE synchro-
nization signal generation method on a limited frequency resource is quite limited, and an M2M requirement for resisting
a low signal-to-noise ratio environment cannot be met.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of the present invention provide a synchronization signal transmission method, and a device, so
that when there is a relatively large frequency offset between a terminal device and a network device, an M2M service
requirement can still be met.
[0006] According to an aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a synchronization signal sending method,
including: obtaining, by a network device, a first signal after performing discrete Fourier transform DFT and orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a ZC sequence whose root index is 1;
obtaining, by the network device, a second signal after performing DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation
on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1;
generating, by the network device, a synchronization signal, where the synchronization signal includes the first signal
and the second signal; and
sending, by the network device, the synchronization signal to a terminal device.
[0007] In a possible design, the obtaining, by a network device, a first signal after performing DFT and OFDM modulation
on a ZC sequence whose root index is 1 includes: dividing the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 into N subsequences,
performing DFT and OFDM modulation on each of the N subsequences, and splicing the modulated N subsequences
into the first signal.
[0008] In another possible design, the performing DFT and OFDM modulation on each of the N subsequences, and
splicing the modulated N subsequences into the first signal includes: performing discrete Fourier transform on each
subsequence to obtain a frequency subdomain signal corresponding to each subsequence; performing inverse discrete
Fourier transform on the frequency subdomain signal corresponding to each subsequence to obtain a time subdomain
signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal; adding a CP to the time subdomain signal corresponding to
each frequency subdomain signal to obtain a sub-signal corresponding to each time subdomain signal; and splicing all
sub-signals into the first signal.
[0009] In another possible design, the obtaining, by a network device, a first signal after performing OFDM modulation
on a ZC sequence whose root index is 1 includes: performing inverse discrete Fourier transform on the ZC sequence
whose root index is 1 to obtain a corresponding time-domain signal; and adding a CP to the time-domain signal to obtain
the first signal.
[0010] In another possible design, the obtaining, by the network device, a second signal after performing DFT and
OFDM modulation on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 includes: dividing the conjugate
sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 into N subsequences, performing DFT and OFDM modulation on
each of the N subsequences, and splicing the modulated N subsequences into the second signal.
[0011] In another possible design, the performing DFT and OFDM modulation on each of the N subsequences, and
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splicing the modulated N subsequences into the second signal includes: performing discrete Fourier transform on each
subsequence to obtain a frequency subdomain signal corresponding to each subsequence; performing inverse discrete
Fourier transform on the frequency subdomain signal corresponding to each subsequence to obtain a time subdomain
signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal; adding a CP to the time subdomain signal corresponding to
each frequency subdomain signal to obtain a sub-signal corresponding to each time subdomain signal; and splicing all
sub-signals into the second signal.
[0012] In another possible design, the obtaining, by the network device, a second signal after performing OFDM
modulation on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 includes: performing inverse discrete
Fourier transform on the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 to obtain a corresponding time-
domain signal; and adding a CP to the time-domain signal to obtain the second signal.
[0013] According to another aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a synchronization signal receiving
method, including: receiving, by a terminal device, a synchronization signal sent by a network device, where the syn-
chronization signal includes a first signal and a second signal, the first signal is obtained after the network device performs
discrete Fourier transform DFT and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation
on a ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and the second signal is obtained after the network device performs DFT and
OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1; and
performing, by the terminal device, symbol timing synchronization and carrier frequency synchronization according to
the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and the
synchronization signal.
[0014] In a possible design, the performing, by the terminal device, symbol timing synchronization and carrier frequency
synchronization according to the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose
root index is 1, and the synchronization signal includes: performing sliding correlation on the synchronization signal by
using the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and obtaining a first sliding correlation peak; performing sliding correlation
on the synchronization signal by using the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and obtaining
a second sliding correlation peak; determining a start location of the first signal according to a location of the first sliding
correlation peak and a location of the second sliding correlation peak, and completing the symbol timing synchronization;
and determining a carrier frequency offset value according to the location of the first sliding correlation peak and the
start location of the first signal, and completing the carrier frequency synchronization.
[0015] In another possible design, the determining a start location of the first signal according to a location of the first
sliding correlation peak and a location of the second sliding correlation peak includes: determining a middle point location
between the location of the first sliding correlation peak and the location of the second sliding correlation peak; determining
a distance between an ideal start location of the first signal and an ideal start location of the second signal; and determining
the start location of the first signal according to the middle point location and the distance.
[0016] According to another aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a network device, including: a process-
ing module, configured to: obtain a first signal after performing discrete Fourier transform DFT and orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a ZC sequence whose root index is 1, obtain a second
signal after performing DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence
whose root index is 1, and generate a synchronization signal, where the synchronization signal includes the first signal
and the second signal; and a sending module, configured to send, to a terminal device, the synchronization signal
generated by the processing module.
[0017] In a possible design, the processing module is specifically configured to: divide the ZC sequence whose root
index is 1 into N subsequences, perform DFT and OFDM modulation on each of the N subsequences, and splice the
modulated N subsequences into the first signal.
[0018] In another possible design, the first signal is obtained by the processing module in the following manner:
performing discrete Fourier transform on each subsequence to obtain a frequency subdomain signal corresponding to
each subsequence; performing inverse discrete Fourier transform on the frequency subdomain signal corresponding to
each subsequence to obtain a time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal; adding a CP
to the time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal to obtain a sub-signal corresponding
to each time subdomain signal; and splicing all sub-signals into the first signal.
[0019] In another possible design, the network device is specifically configured to: perform inverse discrete Fourier
transform on the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 to obtain a corresponding time-domain signal; and add a CP to the
time-domain signal to obtain the first signal.
[0020] In another possible design, the processing module is specifically configured to: divide a conjugate sequence
of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 into N subsequences, perform DFT and OFDM modulation on each of the N
subsequences, and splice the modulated N subsequences into the second signal.
[0021] In another possible design, the second signal is obtained by the processing module in the following manner:
performing discrete Fourier transform on each subsequence to obtain a frequency subdomain signal corresponding to
each subsequence; performing inverse discrete Fourier transform on the frequency subdomain signal corresponding to
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each subsequence to obtain a time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal; adding a CP
to the time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal to obtain a sub-signal corresponding
to each time subdomain signal; and splicing all sub-signals into the second signal.
[0022] In another possible design, the processing module is specifically configured to: perform inverse discrete Fourier
transform on the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 to obtain a corresponding time-domain
signal; and add a CP to the time-domain signal to obtain the second signal.
[0023] According to another aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a terminal device, including: a receiving
module, configured to receive a synchronization signal sent by a network device, where the synchronization signal
includes a first signal and a second signal, the first signal is obtained after the network device performs discrete Fourier
transform DFT and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a ZC sequence
whose root index is 1, and the second signal is obtained after the network device performs DFT and OFDM modulation,
or OFDM modulation on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1; and a processing module,
configured to perform symbol timing synchronization and carrier frequency synchronization according to the ZC sequence
whose root index is 1, the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and the synchronization signal.
[0024] In a possible design, the processing module is specifically configured to: perform sliding correlation on the
synchronization signal by using the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and obtain a first sliding correlation peak; perform
sliding correlation on the synchronization signal by using the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index
is 1, and obtain a second sliding correlation peak; determine a start location of the first signal according to a location of
the first sliding correlation peak and a location of the second sliding correlation peak, and complete the symbol timing
synchronization; and determine a carrier frequency offset value according to the location of the first sliding correlation
peak and the start location of the first signal, and complete the carrier frequency synchronization.
[0025] In another possible design, that the processing module determines a start location of the first signal according
to a location of the first sliding correlation peak and a location of the second sliding correlation peak is specifically:
determining a middle point location between the location of the first sliding correlation peak and the location of the second
sliding correlation peak; determining a distance between an ideal start location of the first signal and an ideal start location
of the second signal; and determining the start location of the first signal according to the middle point location and the
distance.
[0026] According to the synchronization signal transmission method and the apparatus in the embodiments of the
present invention, the network device obtains the first signal after performing DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM
modulation on the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, obtains the second signal after performing DFT and OFDM
modulation, or OFDM modulation on the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and then
generates the synchronization signal, where the synchronization signal includes the first signal and the second signal.
That is, the generated synchronization signal includes the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 and the conjugate sequence
of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1. The terminal device receives the synchronization signal according to a
characteristic of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and the terminal device may perform, according to the syn-
chronization signal and an auto-correlation and a frequency offset resistance characteristic of the ZC sequence whose
root index is 1, the symbol timing synchronization and the carrier frequency synchronization in the case of a large
frequency offset, thereby completing synchronization work of an M2M communications system in the case of the large
frequency offset.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0027] To describe the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more clearly,
the following briefly describes the accompanying drawings required for describing the embodiments or the prior art.
Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following description show some embodiments of the present invention,
and a person of ordinary skill in the art may still derive other drawings from these accompanying drawings without creative
efforts.

FIG. 1 is a structural diagram of a signal sending format in the prior art;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a synchronization signal time-frequency structure of an LTE system in the prior art;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram in which an auto-correlation of an LTE synchronization sequence is affected by a
frequency offset in the prior art;
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a synchronization method according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an auto-correlation of a ZC sequence according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B show an auto-correlation comparison of three sequences in the case of different frequency
offsets according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of an auto-correlation peak offset definition according to an embodiment of the present
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invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of an auto-correlation peak location of a ZC sequence whose root index is 1 and an
auto-correlation peak location of a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a network device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram of a terminal device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram in which a synchronization signal generates a phase jump at a CP according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of an occupied OFDM symbol by adding a CP to form a synchronization signal
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of puncturing according to an embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram in which a signal uses OFDM modulation according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0028] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of the embodiments of the present invention
clearer, the following clearly and completely describes the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention
with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the described
embodiments are some but not all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments obtained by a
person of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative efforts shall fall
within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0029] Although an LTE system is used as an example for description in the foregoing background part, a person
skilled in the art should know that the present invention is not only applicable to the LTE system, but may also be
applicable to another wireless communications system, such as a Global System for Mobile Communications (Global
System for Mobile Communication, GSM), a Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (Universal Mobile Telecom-
munications Systemc, UMTS), Code Division Multiple Access (Code Division Multiple Access, CDMA), and a new network
system. The following describes specific embodiments by using the LTE system as an example.
[0030] A terminal device provided in embodiments of the present invention may refer to a device that provides a user
with voice and/or data connectivity, a handheld device that has a wireless connection function, or another processing
device connected to a wireless modem. The wireless terminal may communicate with one or more core networks by
using a radio access network (Radio Access Network, RAN). The wireless terminal may be a mobile terminal such as
a mobile phone (or referred to as a "cellular" phone), or a computer that has a mobile terminal. For example, the wireless
terminal may be a portable, pocket-sized, handheld, computer built-in, or in-vehicle mobile apparatus, and exchanges
voice and/or data with the radio access network. For example, the wireless terminal may be a device such as a personal
communications service (PCS, Personal Communication Service) phone, a cordless phone, a Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP) phone, a wireless local loop (WLL, Wireless Local Loop) station, or a personal digital assistant (PDA, Personal
Digital Assistant). The wireless terminal may also be referred to as a system, a subscriber unit (Subscriber Unit), a
subscriber station (Subscriber Station), a mobile station (Mobile Station), a mobile terminal (Mobile), a remote station
(Remote Station), an access point (Access Point), a remote terminal (Remote Terminal), an access terminal (Access
Terminal), a user terminal (User Terminal), a user agent (User Agent), a user device (User Device), or user equipment
(User Equipment).
[0031] A network device provided in the embodiments of the present invention may be a base station (for example,
an access point), or may refer to a device that is in an access network and that communicates, over an air interface,
with a wireless terminal by using one or more sectors. The base station may be configured to mutually convert a received
over-the-air frame and an IP packet and serve as a router between the wireless terminal and a remaining portion of the
access network. The remaining portion of the access network may include an Internet Protocol (IP) network. The base
station may further coordinate attribute management of the air interface. For example, the base station may be a base
transceiver station (BTS, Base Transceiver Station) in GSM or CDMA, may be a NodeB (NodeB) in WCDMA, or may
be an evolved NodeB (eNB or e-NodeB, evolutional Node B) in LTE. This is not limited in this application.
[0032] In a communications system, after accessing a network, the terminal device needs to first perform synchroni-
zation with the network device. Generally, synchronization includes time synchronization and frequency synchronization,
where the time synchronization may be symbol timing synchronization, and the frequency synchronization may be carrier
frequency synchronization. The symbol timing synchronization is a process in which the terminal device obtains a start
location of a signal. For example, when the network device sends the signal according to a format shown in FIG. 1, if
the terminal device still does not obtain the symbol timing synchronization, after receiving the foregoing signal, the
terminal device only recognizes a series of signal, cannot determine the start location of the signal, and cannot determine
a demarcation location of a synchronization signal and another signal.
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[0033] Therefore, the terminal device needs to determine the start location of the signal by using the symbol timing
synchronization. A conventional symbol timing synchronization practice is as follows: A sequence with an auto-correlation
is used as the synchronization signal, and the terminal device determines the start location of the signal by using a
location of an auto-correlation peak.
[0034] The synchronization further includes the carrier frequency synchronization. However, because there is an
inherent error in a crystal oscillator of a terminal device component, the signal received by the terminal device has a
frequency offset relative to the signal sent by the network device. The carrier frequency synchronization is a process in
which the terminal device estimates and corrects the frequency offset. Usually, a time of the carrier frequency synchro-
nization is after the symbol timing synchronization, for example, the carrier frequency synchronization may be imple-
mented by means of phase coherence, raster search, or the like, and details are not described herein.
[0035] In an existing LTE technology, a synchronization signal includes a primary synchronization signal (primary
synchronization signal, PSS) and a secondary synchronization signal (secondary synchronization signal, SSS). The
PSS is mainly used to perform initial symbol timing synchronization and initial carrier frequency synchronization, and
the SSS is mainly used to perform cell detection, frame synchronization, CP detection, or the like.
[0036] The PSS is a ZC sequence, different cells are distinguished by using ZC sequences with different root indexes.
For example, in the LTE system, the network device classifies the primary synchronization signal into three groups, and
the three groups respectively use a ZC sequence whose root index is u=29,34,25 : zc(n)=e-jπun(n+1)/63,u=29,34,25. The
terminal device may determine, according to a cross correlation between ZC sequences with different root indexes, a
group to which a cell of the terminal device belongs.
[0037] As shown in FIG. 2, an LTE synchronization signal occupies six resource blocks (resource block, RB) in a
middle of a spectrum, and occupies one orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiplexing, OFDM) symbol in a time domain, and the network device periodically sends the synchronization signal to the
terminal device. A sequence of the synchronization signal is directly generated in a frequency domain, and is modulated,
by using an OFDM modulation scheme, to a subcarrier corresponding to the synchronization signal, and then a time-
domain signal generated by means of inverse discrete Fourier transform (inverse discrete Fourier transform, IDFT) is sent.
[0038] On the one hand, in an M2M system, due to costs limitation, crystal oscillator precision of the terminal device
in an M2M is usually relatively low. This causes a relatively large frequency offset in the signal received by the terminal
device relative to the signal sent by the network device. The frequency offset causes a continuous phase change of the
received signal in the time domain, significantly affecting a correlation of the sequence. A PSS sequence used in LTE
is used as an example. When a sampling frequency is 960 kHz, changes of a correlation peak value in the case of
different frequency offsets are shown in FIG. 3. It can be seen that, the auto-correlation peak is quite small when the
frequency offset exceeds 3 to 4 kHz. A relatively common terminal crystal oscillator indicator in the M2M industry is 20
PPM. According to calculation by using a carrier frequency 2 GHz of LTE, an initial frequency offset is 2 G x 20 PPM =
40 kHz, which is far greater than 3 to 4 kHz. A sequence used by the synchronization signal is no longer applicable to
the M2M system.
[0039] On the other hand, besides that the sequence used by the synchronization signal cannot effectively resist a
large frequency offset, a manner of generating an LTE synchronization signal is limited. A method for generating the
synchronization signal in the frequency domain is used in LTE, and to keep orthogonality with a data signal, a subcarrier
spacing uses 15 kHz. However, system bandwidth occupied by the M2M is usually relatively small. For example, if the
M2M occupies one RB in LTE, that is, 180 kHz, only a sequence with a maximum length of 180/15 = 12 can be used.
The length is too short to meet a performance requirement. If a plurality of symbols are occupied, the auto-correlation
of the synchronization sequence is lost, and synchronization work cannot be performed.
[0040] To better understand the technical solutions of the present invention, the following describes some related
knowledge about the sequence:
According to a definition of a correlation value of two sequences in a communications subject, the two sequences are

respectively set as  and  and the correlation value of the two sequences is defined as

 represents a modulus value of  and  represents a conjugate

of bi. For ease of expression, Corr(A,B) is used to represent a correlation value of a sequence A and a sequence B in

this specification.
[0041] According to a definition of a sliding correlation peak in the communications subject, a sliding correlation
operation usually occurs between a sequence and a segment of a signal, and a signal length is usually greater than or

equal to a sequence length. A sequence is set as  and a signal is set as  The
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sequence S performs sliding correlation on the signal R and an obtained sliding correlation peak is: 

where R(i+1:i+n) represents a sub-signal formed by an (i+1)th signal value of the signal R to an (i+n)th signal value of
the signal R. That is, the sliding correlation peak value obtained by the sequence S performing the sliding correlation
on the signal R is: a maximum value of correlation values of the sequence S and various segments of sub-signals of
the signal R. For ease of expression, Corr_Peak(R,S) is used to represent the sliding correlation peak value obtained
by the sequence S performing the sliding correlation on the signal R in this specification.
[0042] According to a definition of a sequence with a good auto-correlation in the communications subject, a sequence

is set as  and the sequence S with the good auto-correlation means that the sequence S meets

Corr(S,Sτ)=Corr(S,S), where Sτ is a sequence S with a delay τ :  and x mod y represents that x

performs a modulo operation on y. That is, if a sequence has the good auto-correlation, when the sequence performs
the correlation with the sequence, a relatively large correlation peak value can be generated only when elements of the
sequence are completely aligned (that is, without a delay). For example, it may be seen from a schematic diagram of
an auto-correlation of a Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence shown in FIG. 5, when there is no delay in the sequence, a relatively
large correlation peak value is generated, and when there is a delay, a generated correlation value is extremely small.
Therefore, the ZC sequence is the sequence with the good auto-correlation.
[0043] To resolve the foregoing technical problem, the embodiments of the present invention provide the following
solutions:
As shown in FIG. 4, an embodiment of the present invention provides a synchronization signal sending method, including
the following steps.
[0044] 401. A network device obtains a first signal after performing discrete Fourier transform DFT and orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a ZC sequence whose root index is 1.
[0045] 402. The network device obtains a second signal after performing DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM
modulation on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1.
[0046] 403. The network device generates a synchronization signal, where the synchronization signal includes the
first signal and the second signal.
[0047] 404. The network device sends the synchronization signal to a terminal device.
[0048] 405. The terminal device receives the synchronization signal sent by the network device, where the synchro-
nization signal includes the first signal and the second signal.
[0049] The first signal is obtained after the network device performs discrete Fourier transform DFT and orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and
the second signal is obtained after the network device performs DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on
the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1.
[0050] 406. The terminal device performs symbol timing synchronization and carrier frequency synchronization ac-
cording to the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1,
and the synchronization signal.
[0051] It should be specially noted that there is no sequence for performing step 401 and step 402, and details are
not described herein again.
[0052] According to the synchronization signal transmission method and the apparatus in this embodiment of the
present invention, the network device obtains the first signal after performing DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM
modulation on the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, obtains the second signal after performing DFT and OFDM
modulation, or OFDM modulation on the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and then
generates the synchronization signal, where the synchronization signal includes the first signal and the second signal.
That is, the generated synchronization signal includes the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 and the conjugate sequence
of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1. The terminal device receives the synchronization signal according to a
characteristic of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and the terminal device may perform, according to the syn-
chronization signal and an auto-correlation and a frequency offset resistance characteristic of the ZC sequence whose
root index is 1, the symbol timing synchronization and the carrier frequency synchronization in the case of a large
frequency offset, thereby completing synchronization work of an M2M communications system in the case of the large
frequency offset.
[0053] As described above, in step 401, the provided ZC sequence whose root index is 1 may be: 
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[0054] As described above, the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 may be: 

where L > 0 is a sequence length, n = 0, 1, ..., L-1, and q is any integer.
[0055] For example, in step 401, a method for obtaining the first signal after performing DFT and OFDM modulation
on the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 may include the following steps.

(a1) Divide the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 into N subsequences, so that after being spliced, the N subse-
quences are still equal to the ZC sequence whose root index is 1. For ease of description, the ZC sequence whose

root index is 1 is referred to as PS in the following, and if the N subsequences are  (i=1,2,...,N),

 is met, where N is a positive integer greater than or equal to 1.

(a2) Perform discrete Fourier transform on each subsequence  (i∈[1,N]) to obtain a corresponding frequency

subdomain signal  

(a3) Perform inverse discrete Fourier transform on each frequency subdomain signal  to obtain

each corresponding time subdomain signal  

Specifically, inverse discrete Fourier transform may be directly performed on the corresponding frequency subdomain
signal, or zero may be first added to the frequency subdomain signal, and then inverse discrete Fourier transform
may be performed, so as to quickly implement inverse Fourier transform, and reduce hardware complexity.

(a4) Add a cyclic prefix (Cyclic Prefix, CP) to each time subdomain signal  to obtain a corre-

sponding sub-signal Pi(i∈[1,N]).

Specifically, the CP is added to  that is, a segment of a trailer of  is added to a front of a header. For

example,  is set, and U is a quantity of symbols (or sampling points) in a signal. If a to-

be-added CP length is C, the sub-signal is Pi = {pU-C+1,...,pU,p1,p2,...,pU} after the CP is added to  

It should be specially noted that, a CP adding method in LTE is used as an example herein. Adding the CP by using
another method or skipping adding a CP shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention provided that
Pi can be obtained, and details are not described herein.
(a5) Splice all sub-signals Pi(i∈[1,N]) obtained in step a4 to obtain the first signal.

[0056] For example, the first signal may be represented as P , and P=[P1,P2,...,PN]. For example, when N = 2, P1={-1,1},
P2={1,1}, and P=[P1,P2]={-1,1,1,1}.
[0057] For another example, in step 402, steps b1 to b5 of obtaining the second signal after performing DFT and
OFDM modulation on the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 are similar to steps a1 to a5
of obtaining the first signal, and a difference is that the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 needs to be replaced with
the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and details are not described herein again.
[0058] For another example, in step 401, a method for obtaining the first signal after performing OFDM modulation
on the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 may include the following steps:

(c1) Perform inverse discrete Fourier transform on the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 to obtain a corresponding
time-domain signal.
For example, inverse discrete Fourier transform may be directly performed on the ZC sequence whose root index
is 1, or zero may be first added to the ZC sequence whose root index, and then inverse discrete Fourier transform
may be performed, so as to quickly implement inverse Fourier transform, and reduce hardware complexity.
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(c2) Add a CP to the time-domain signal to obtain the first signal.

[0059] For another example, in step 402, steps d1 and d2 of obtaining the second signal after performing OFDM
modulation on the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 are similar to steps c1 and c2 of
obtaining the first signal, and a difference is that the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 is replaced with the conjugate
sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1. For brevity, details are not described herein again.
[0060] It should be specially noted that, the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 in this embodiment of the present
invention is less affected by a frequency offset than another sequence with an auto-correlation, and still has a relatively
obvious correlation peak in a scenario of a relatively large frequency offset. Compared with a sequence with the auto-
correlation in the prior art, the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 can be better applicable to an application scenario of
a large frequency offset. As shown in FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B, a sequence with a length of 62 is used as an example, and
three sequences are selected. A first sequence is a ZC sequence whose root index is 25 in LTE, and is recorded as
ZC(25). A second sequence is the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 used in the present invention, and is recorded as
ZC(1). A third sequence is another pseudo-random sequence with the auto-correlation, for example, an m sequence,
and is recorded as Sm. A synchronization signal generation manner in LTE is used as an example, and a sampling
frequency is 960 kHz. It may be learned that, in the case of provided frequency offsets, the ZC sequence whose root
index is 1 has an obvious correlation peak, but correlation peaks of other two sequences are not obvious when a frequency
offset is relatively large.
[0061] In addition, the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 further has a good characteristic, that is, a location in which
the correlation peak of the ZC sequence occurs is in a one-to-one correspondence with a frequency offset size. It may
be seen from FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B that, for the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 selected in the present invention,
when the frequency offset exists, the auto-correlation peak of the sequence does not occur in a location of "0" (that is,
a location of no delay), but is offset to different locations with different frequency offsets.
[0062] In conclusion, it is assumed that a length of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 is L, where L is a positive
integer, and when a sampling rate is represented by FS and the frequency offset is represented by FO, an offset of an

auto-correlation peak location, relative to a theoretical location, of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 is: 

sampling points. With respect to a direction of the offset, if the sequence is arranged from left to right in the time domain,
a left side represents a previous moment and a right side represents a next moment. For ease of quantization, a rightward
offset may be defined as a positive offset, and a leftward offset may be defined as a negative offset. A specific case is
shown in FIG. 7.
[0063] In another possible design, as shown in steps a1 to a5, when the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 is generated

in the time domain, the offset value is  that is, if the frequency offset FO is positive, the offset is the rightward

offset, and if the frequency offset FO is negative, the offset is the leftward offset. As shown in steps c1 and c2, if the

sequence is generated in the frequency domain, the offset value is  that is, if the frequency offset FO is

positive, the offset is the leftward offset, and if the frequency offset FO is negative, the offset is the rightward offset.
[0064] In another possible design, the offset of the auto-correlation peak location, relative to a start location, of the
ZC sequence whose root index is 1 and an offset of the auto-correlation peak location, relative to a start location, of the
conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 are the same in size and opposite in direction.
[0065] However, as described above, the auto-correlation peak location of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1
has different offsets with different frequency offsets, but this characteristic alone is insufficient to implement the symbol
timing synchronization, because if the synchronization signal includes only the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, after
receiving the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, the terminal device performs sliding auto-correlation, and detects the
correlation peak. However, a location of the correlation peak is offset, and the terminal device does not know the offset
value and therefore cannot determine the start location of the signal. Therefore, assistance of the ZC conjugate sequence
whose root index is 1 is needed.
[0066] The conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 in this embodiment of the present invention
has a similar characteristic to the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and an offset of an auto-correlation peak and the
offset of the sequence are the same in size, but are opposite in direction. As shown in FIG. 8, the ZC sequence whose
root index is 1 and the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 jointly form the synchronization
signal. Due to impact of the frequency offset, the auto-correlation peak, relative to the theoretical location, of the ZC
sequence whose root index is 1 is offset leftwards by Δ, and the auto-correlation peak, relative to the theoretical location,
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of the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 is offset rightwards by Δ, where d is a distance
between the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 and the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is
1 in the time domain, and d is a determined and known parameter, and r is a time domain distance between two auto-
correlation peaks detected by the terminal device. After performing the sliding correlation on the received signal in turn
by locally using the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 and the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root
index is 1, the terminal device can learn a value of r, that is, r is known to the terminal device, but the frequency offset

is unknown. Therefore, Δ is unknown. However, Δ meets an equation: r=d+2Δ, so that  can be obtained,

and there is a distance Δ between the start location of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 and an actual location of
the correlation peak of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, so that the start location may be obtained by using the
actual location and Δ, so as to complete the symbol timing synchronization.
[0067] Further, after the symbol timing is completed, a value of the frequency offset FO may be calculated according
to a relationship between Δ and the frequency offset FO, so as to complete the carrier frequency synchronization.
[0068] Therefore, the UE may complete synchronization work by using the synchronization signal that includes the
ZC sequence whose root index is 1 and the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1.
[0069] It should be specially noted that in this embodiment of the present invention, the synchronization signal may
be generated by using a method of DFT plus OFDM. In this method, the synchronization signal is generated in the time
domain, first transformed to the frequency domain by means of DFT, and then modulated into the time-domain signal
by means of OFDM. Therefore, the synchronization signal may occupy a plurality of OFDM symbols without losing a
correlation of a sequence (because the synchronization signal is generated in the time domain). However, an existing
LTE synchronization signal is generated in the frequency domain, and to avoid losing the correlation, only one OFDM
symbol can be occupied. The correlation is lost once a plurality of OFDM symbols are occupied. Therefore, in the present
invention, because a frequency resource of an M2M system is limited, the original synchronization sequence may be
first segmented, and then transformed to the frequency domain by means of DFT, so that the synchronization signal
may occupy a plurality of OFDM symbols.
[0070] It should be specially noted that in this embodiment of the present invention, the synchronization signal may
be generated by using a method of OFDM. In this method, the synchronization signal is generated in the frequency
domain and then transformed into the time-domain signal by means of IDFT. In this case, because the synchronization
sequence is generated in the frequency domain, the synchronization sequence can occupy only one OFDM symbol. If
the frequency resource of the M2M system is limited, making that one OFDM symbol cannot accommodate the syn-
chronization sequence, a subcarrier spacing of the synchronization signal may be reduced. In this way, one OFDM
symbol may accommodate a longer sequence, but if the M2M system is deployed in an LTE frequency band, a change
of the subcarrier spacing may cause interference to a conventional LTE signal. In this case, an extra guard band needs
to be reserved to suppress the interference.
[0071] In step 106, that the terminal device performs symbol timing synchronization and carrier frequency synchroni-
zation according to the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root
index is 1, and the synchronization signal may include the following steps.

(e1) Perform sliding correlation on the synchronization signal by using the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and
obtain a first sliding correlation peak; perform sliding correlation on the synchronization signal by using the conjugate
sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and obtain a second sliding correlation peak.
(e2) Determine a middle point location between a location of the first sliding correlation peak and a location of the
second sliding correlation peak; determine a distance between an ideal start location of the first signal and an ideal
start location of the second signal.
It should be specially noted that, the distance between the ideal start location of the first signal and the ideal start
location of the second signal is fixed in a protocol, and is known to the terminal device.
(e3) Determine the start location of the first signal according to the middle point location and the distance.
For example, the start location of the first signal may be equal to the middle point location minus half of the distance.
(e4) Determine a carrier frequency offset value according to the location of the first sliding correlation peak and the
start location of the first signal, and complete the carrier frequency synchronization.

[0072] In step e4, the offset of the correlation peak location, relative to the start location, of the ZC sequence whose
root index is 1 is in a one-to-one correspondence with the frequency offset that the ZC sequence whose root index is 1
undergoes, and the offset of the correlation peak location, relative to the start location, of the conjugate sequence of the
ZC sequence whose root index is 1 is in a one-to-one correspondence with the frequency offset that the conjugate
sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 undergoes. The start location of the first signal is obtained by using
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step e3, and the location of the first sliding correlation peak is obtained by using step e1. Therefore, the offset is obtained
according to the start location of the first signal and the location of the first sliding correlation peak. The frequency offset
value may be determined according to the offset and with reference to the foregoing one-to-one correspondence between
the offset of the correlation peak location relative to the start location and the frequency offset, thereby completing the
carrier frequency synchronization.
[0073] As shown in FIG. 9, an embodiment of the present invention provides a schematic structural diagram of a
network device. The network device may be configured to execute the method shown in FIG. 4, and the network device
includes:

a processing module 901, configured to: obtain a first signal after performing discrete Fourier transform DFT and
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a ZC sequence whose root
index is 1, obtain a second signal after performing DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a conjugate
sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and generate a synchronization signal, where the synchroni-
zation signal includes the first signal and the second signal; and
a sending module 902, configured to send, to a terminal device, the synchronization signal generated by the process-
ing module 901.

[0074] A beneficial effect of this embodiment of the present invention is similar to a beneficial effect of the method
embodiment shown in FIG. 4, and details are not described herein again.
[0075] The processing module is specifically configured to: divide the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 into N
subsequences, perform DFT and OFDM modulation on each of the N subsequences, and splice the modulated N
subsequences into the first signal.
[0076] A manner of obtaining the first signal by the processing module is similar to the obtaining manner in the foregoing
method embodiment, and details are not described herein again.
[0077] Discrete Fourier transform is performed on each subsequence to obtain a frequency subdomain signal corre-
sponding to each subsequence.
[0078] The processing module is specifically configured to: divide a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose
root index is 1 into N subsequences, perform DFT and OFDM modulation on each of the N subsequences, and splice
the modulated N subsequences into the second signal.
[0079] A manner of obtaining the second signal by the processing module is similar to the obtaining manner in the
foregoing method embodiment, and details are not described herein again.
[0080] The processing module is specifically configured to: perform inverse discrete Fourier transform on the conjugate
sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 to obtain a corresponding time-domain signal; and add a CP to the
time-domain signal to obtain the second signal.
[0081] As shown in FIG. 10, an embodiment of the present invention provides a schematic structural diagram of a
network device. The network device may be configured to execute the method shown in FIG. 4, and the terminal device
includes:

a receiving module 1001, configured to receive a synchronization signal sent by a network device, where the syn-
chronization signal includes a first signal and a second signal, the first signal is obtained after the network device
performs discrete Fourier transform DFT and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing OFDM modulation, or OFDM
modulation on a ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and the second signal is obtained after the network device
performs DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose
root index is 1; and
a processing module 1002, configured to perform symbol timing synchronization and carrier frequency synchroni-
zation according to the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose
root index is 1, and the synchronization signal.

[0082] The processing module is specifically configured to: perform sliding correlation on the synchronization signal
by using the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and obtain a first sliding correlation peak; perform sliding correlation
on the synchronization signal by using the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and obtain
a second sliding correlation peak; determine a start location of the first signal according to a location of the first sliding
correlation peak and a location of the second sliding correlation peak, and complete the symbol timing synchronization;
and determine a carrier frequency offset value according to the location of the first sliding correlation peak and the start
location of the first signal, and complete the carrier frequency synchronization.
[0083] That the processing module determines a start location of the first signal according to a location of the first
sliding correlation peak and a location of the second sliding correlation peak is specifically: determining a middle point
location between the location of the first sliding correlation peak and the location of the second sliding correlation peak;
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determining a distance between an ideal start location of the first signal and an ideal start location of the second signal;
and determining the start location of the first signal according to the middle point location and the distance.
[0084] For a beneficial effect of this embodiment of the present invention, refer to a beneficial effect of the method
embodiment shown in FIG. 4, and details are not described herein again.
[0085] It should be specially noted that FIG. 9 shows a possible schematic structural diagram of the network device
provided in the foregoing embodiment, and the terminal device includes the processing module and the sending module.
It should be specially noted that, an entity device corresponding to the processing module provided in this embodiment
of the present invention may be a processor, and an entity device corresponding to the sending module provided in this
embodiment of the present invention may further be a transmitter. It may be understood that the processor and the
transmitter merely show a simplified design of the terminal device. In an actual application, the terminal device may
include any quantity of transceivers, processors, controllers, memories, and the like, and all terminal devices that can
implement the present invention fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0086] It should be specially noted that FIG. 10 shows a possible schematic structural diagram of the terminal device
provided in the foregoing embodiment, and the terminal device includes the processing module and the receiving module.
It should be specially noted that, an entity device corresponding to the processing module provided in this embodiment
of the present invention may be a processor, and an entity device corresponding to the receiving unit provided in this
embodiment of the present invention may further be a receiver. It may be understood that the processor and the receiver
merely show a simplified design of the terminal device. In an actual application, the terminal device may include any
quantity of transceivers, processors, controllers, memories, and the like, and all terminal devices that can implement
the present invention fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0087] It should be specially noted that the following operations may be completed by the processing module.
[0088] It should be specially noted that an M2M system may be deployed in a spectrum of an existing communications
system (for example, LTE), and a series of methods need to be used to avoid relatively strong interference to an LTE
signal. For example, the interference to the LTE signal may be avoided by using a same OFDM modulation scheme as
LTE, a subcarrier spacing, and a CP adding rule, and the like. Therefore, a CP needs to be added to an M2M synchro-
nization signal.
[0089] Because of needing to face a low signal-to-noise ratio environment, the M2M synchronization signal usually
occupies a plurality of OFDM symbols to increase a signal-to-noise ratio. Due to impact of a frequency offset, the M2M
synchronization signal generates a phase jump at the CP. As shown in FIG. 11, the synchronization signal occupies
four OFDM symbols. Due to the impact of the frequency offset, except a CP of a first OFDM symbol, three other CPs
cause the synchronization sequence to generate a phase jump, affecting synchronization performance.
[0090] Therefore, before the first signal is obtained, a puncturing operation is performed on the ZC sequence whose
root index is 1, to avoid the above-described technical problem. As shown in FIG. 12, a corresponding synchronization
sequence is first generated according to a total length including the CP, an element in a CP location is removed by
means of puncturing, and then the CP is added. In this way, when a receive end performs synchronization by using the
synchronization signal, a corresponding sequence element at the CP location is only missing in the synchronization
signal. It can be proved by means of simulation that performance is better than the phase jump shown in FIG. 11.
[0091] It should be specially noted that the puncturing operation on the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 may be
removing some sequence elements according to a specific puncturing rule, for example, the puncturing operation may
be directly performed on a baseband sequence. As shown in FIG. 13, after a ZC sequence zc1, zc2,...,zcN whose root
index is 1 is generated, puncturing is directly performed, that is, corresponding puncturing is performed according to a
rule of removing one sequence element out of every 13 sequence elements.
[0092] For example, the puncturing operation may also be performed on an over-sampling sequence of the sequence.
After the ZC sequence zc1,zc2,...,zcN whose root index is 1 is generated, over-sampling is first performed on the sequence,
an over-sampling sequence sp1,sp2,...,spM (M > N) is obtained, and a puncturing operation of a corresponding location
is performed on the over-sampling sequence.
[0093] It should be specially noted that the foregoing is merely an example of the present invention, and the present
invention includes but is not limited thereto.
[0094] For the puncturing on the over-sampling, puncturing locations on the baseband are not an integer quantity of
sequence elements. Therefore, the puncturing operation can be performed only after the sequence is oversampled by
a specific multiple.
[0095] For example, the M2M system has system bandwidth of 180 kHz, and is deployed in an LTE band. A downlink
uses an OFDM modulation technology, the subcarrier spacing is 15 kHz, and a quantity of downlink subcarriers is 180
kHz/15 kHz = 12. The synchronization signal is the ZC sequence, and occupies last nine symbols of a subframe. In LTE,
in a common CP scenario, a ratio of the CP to a data symbol is 10/138 (a first symbol) and 9/137 (not the first symbol);
and in an extended CP scenario, a ratio of the CP to the data symbol is 1/5. Because the synchronization signal occupies
the last nine symbols of the subframe, CP ratios of the M2M synchronization signal are respectively 9/137 (the common
CP) and 1/5 (the extended CP).
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[0096] The common CP is used as an example. According to the foregoing description, the synchronization sequence
needs to be generated according to a sequence length including the CP, and the sequence length may be (12 x 9)/(1 -
9/137) = 115.6, that is, 116. Therefore, a length of the baseband sequence is 116. Considering a sampling rate of 1.92
M, a quantity of subcarriers is 1.92 M/15 k = 128, plus the CP of 9 sampling points. Therefore, a quantity of sampling
points of one symbol is 137, and the nine symbols have 137 x 9 = 1233 sampling points in total. An obtained quantity
of sampling points of the synchronization signal at the 1.92 M sampling rate is 1233 points.
[0097] Therefore, a first step is to generate a ZC sequence with a length of 116 as a baseband synchronization
sequence.
[0098] A second step is to perform over-sampling on the baseband sequence, and the baseband sequence with the
length of 116 is oversampled to 1.92 MHz, and a sampling point sequence with a length of 1233 is obtained. An over-
sampling method may use a DFT method. DFT is performed on the baseband sequence with the length of 116, and
then zero is added to both sides of an obtained sequence, so that a total length is 1233, and then IDFT is performed to
obtain the sampling point sequence with the length of 1233.
[0099] A third step is puncturing, and a part corresponding to the CP location is removed. Because the ratio of the CP
to one data symbol is 9/137, the sampling point sequence with the length of 1233 is equally divided into nine groups.
Each group includes 137 sampling points, and then the first nine samples in each group are removed, so that each
group includes the remaining 128 sampling points, and a length of a punctured sampling point sequence is 128 x 9 = 1152.
[0100] After puncturing, DFT and OFDM modulation can be performed.
[0101] Specifically, the sampling point sequence with the length of 1152 is divided into nine groups, each group includes
128 sampling points, and DFT is performed on 128 sampling points in each group. The M2M occupies 180 kHz bandwidth
and needs to keep orthogonal to LTE. Therefore, middle 12 of the 128 subcarriers may be reserved, and remaining
subcarriers need to be set to zero. Then, IDFT is performed on 128 sampling points, and the CP of 9 sampling points
is added, to obtain 137 sampling points. The obtained 137 sampling points in each group after the foregoing process
are spliced. Therefore, the synchronization signal after DFT and OFDM modulation is the sampling point sequence with
the length of 137 x 9 = 1233.
[0102] Then, the extended CP is used as an example. According to the foregoing description, the synchronization
sequence needs to be initially generated according to a sequence length including the CP. Therefore, the sequence
length should be (12 x 9)/(1 - 1/5) = 135, which is an integer, and does not need to be rounded off. Therefore, in principle,
puncturing needs to be performed only on the baseband. Specific steps are as follows:
[0103] A first step is to generate a ZC sequence with a length of 135 as a baseband synchronization sequence.
[0104] A second step is puncturing, and the sequence with the length of 135 is divided into nine groups and each
group includes 15 sequence elements. Because the CP occupies 1/5 of the data symbol, the first three elements in each
group are removed, and 12 sequence elements are left. A sequence length after puncturing is changed to 12 x 9 = 108.
[0105] Specifically, the sequence with the length of 108 is divided into nine groups, and each group includes 12
sequence elements. DFT is performed on 12 elements in each group, and then zero is equally added to both sides, so
that a length after zero is added is 128. Then, IDFT is performed on a zero-added sequence, and the CP of 32 sampling
points is added, to obtain 160 sampling points. The obtained 160 sampling points in each group after the foregoing
process are spliced. Therefore, the synchronization signal after DFT and OFDM modulation is the sampling point se-
quence with the length of 160 x 9 = 1440.
[0106] The foregoing separately uses the common CP and the extended CP as an example, to describe a method for
generating the synchronization signal that includes puncturing. The common CP is first to perform the over-sampling
on the sequence, and then perform the puncturing. The extended CP is to directly perform the puncturing on the baseband
sequence. In practice, to reduce a quantity of blind detection times of UE and reduce complexity, a same puncturing
manner may be performed on the common CP and the extended CP. In addition, original synchronization sequences
used by the common CP and the extended CP may be the same. The UE does not need to distinguish the common or
the extended CP at a receive end, and permanently receives the synchronization signal directly according to one of the
modes. Certainly, there is a particular performance loss. However, simulation proves that the loss is not large, but
complexity of the UE can be reduced, because the synchronization complexity of the UE is extremely limited in the M2M
system.
[0107] Because the M2M system may be deployed in a frequency band of LTE, an M2M signal needs to be orthogonal
to an LTE signal. As shown in FIG. 14, the signal uses the OFDM modulation and occupies 180 kHz bandwidth, and
the subcarrier spacing is 15 kHz. In the foregoing examples, a length of a frequency domain sequence obtained after
DFT is performed on the signal is 128. Before IDFT is performed on the frequency domain sequence, points other than
middle 12 points in the sequence with the length of 128 need to be set to zeros. Because the signal occupies only middle
180 kHz, that is, the middle 12 subcarriers, locations of other subcarriers need to be set to zeros.
[0108] Steps of the methods or algorithms described with reference to the content disclosed in the present invention
may be implemented by using hardware, or may be implemented in a manner of executing a software instruction by a
processor. The software instruction may include a corresponding software module, and the software module may be
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located in a RAM memory, a flash memory, a ROM memory, an EPROM memory, an EEPROM memory, a register, a
hard disk, a removable hard disk, a CD-ROM, or any other form of storage medium known in the art. For example, a
storage medium is coupled to a processor, so that the processor can read information from the storage medium or write
information into the storage medium. Certainly, the storage medium may be a component of the processor. The processor
and the storage medium may be located in the ASIC. In addition, the ASIC may be located in user equipment. Certainly,
the processor and the storage medium may exist in the user equipment as discrete components.
[0109] A person skilled in the art should be aware that in the foregoing one or more examples, functions described in
the present invention may be implemented by hardware, software, firmware, or any combination thereof. When the
present invention is implemented by software, the foregoing functions may be stored in a computer-readable medium
or transmitted as one or more instructions or code in the computer-readable medium. The computer-readable medium
includes a computer storage medium and a communications medium, where the communications medium includes any
medium that enables a computer program to be transmitted from one place to another. The storage medium may be
any available medium accessible to a general-purpose or dedicated computer.
[0110] The objectives, technical solutions, and benefits of the present invention are further described in detail in the
foregoing specific implementations. It should be understood that the foregoing descriptions are merely specific imple-
mentations of the present invention, but are not intended to limit the protection scope of the present invention. Any
modification, equivalent replacement, or improvement made within the spirit and principle of the present invention shall
fall within the protection scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A synchronization signal sending method, comprising:

obtaining, by a network device, a first signal after performing discrete Fourier transform DFT and orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a ZC sequence whose root index is 1;
obtaining, by the network device, a second signal after performing DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM
modulation on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1;
generating, by the network device, a synchronization signal, wherein the synchronization signal comprises the
first signal and the second signal; and
sending, by the network device, the synchronization signal to a terminal device.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the obtaining, by a network device, a first signal after performing DFT
and OFDM modulation on a ZC sequence whose root index is 1 comprises:
dividing the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 into N subsequences, performing DFT and OFDM modulation on
each of the N subsequences, and splicing the modulated N subsequences into the first signal.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the performing DFT and OFDM modulation on each of the N subsequences,
and splicing the modulated N subsequences into the first signal comprises:

performing discrete Fourier transform on each subsequence to obtain a frequency subdomain signal corre-
sponding to each subsequence;
performing inverse discrete Fourier transform on the frequency subdomain signal corresponding to each sub-
sequence to obtain a time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal;
adding a CP to the time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal to obtain a sub-
signal corresponding to each time subdomain signal; and
splicing all sub-signals into the first signal.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the obtaining a first signal, the method further comprises:
performing a puncturing operation on the ZC sequence whose root index is 1.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the performing a puncturing operation on the ZC sequence whose root
index is 1 comprises:
removing some sequence elements of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1.

6. The method according to claim 3, wherein after the obtaining a frequency subdomain signal corresponding to each
subsequence, and before the obtaining a time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal,
the method further comprises:
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setting some elements of the frequency subdomain signal to zero, or adding zero to both sides of the frequency
subdomain signal.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the obtaining, by a network device, a first signal after performing OFDM
modulation on a ZC sequence whose root index is 1 comprises:

performing inverse discrete Fourier transform on the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 to obtain a corresponding
time-domain signal; and
adding a CP to the time-domain signal to obtain the first signal.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein before the obtaining a corresponding time-domain signal, the method
further comprises:
adding zero to both sides of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein the obtaining, by the network device, a second signal after performing
DFT and OFDM modulation on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 comprises:
dividing the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 into N subsequences, performing DFT
and OFDM modulation on each of the N subsequences, and splicing the modulated N subsequences into the second
signal.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the performing DFT and OFDM modulation on each of the N subsequences,
and splicing the modulated N subsequences into the second signal comprises:

performing discrete Fourier transform on each subsequence to obtain a frequency subdomain signal corre-
sponding to each subsequence;
performing inverse discrete Fourier transform on the frequency subdomain signal corresponding to each sub-
sequence to obtain a time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal;
adding a CP to the time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal to obtain a sub-
signal corresponding to each time subdomain signal; and
splicing all sub-signals into the second signal.

11. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the obtaining a second signal, the method further comprises:
performing a puncturing operation on the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the performing a puncturing operation on the conjugate sequence of
the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 comprises:
removing some sequence elements of the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1.

13. The method according to claim 1, wherein the obtaining, by the network device, a second signal after performing
OFDM modulation on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 comprises:

performing inverse discrete Fourier transform on the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index
is 1 to obtain a corresponding time-domain signal; and
adding a CP to the time-domain signal to obtain the second signal.

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein before the obtaining a corresponding time-domain signal, the method
further comprises:
adding zero to both sides of the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1.

15. A synchronization signal receiving method, comprising:

receiving, by a terminal device, a synchronization signal sent by a network device, wherein the synchronization
signal comprises a first signal and a second signal,
the first signal is obtained after the network device performs discrete Fourier transform DFT and orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a ZC sequence whose root index
is 1, and
the second signal is obtained after the network device performs DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation
on a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1; and
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performing, by the terminal device, symbol timing synchronization and carrier frequency synchronization ac-
cording to the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root
index is 1, and the synchronization signal.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the performing, by the terminal device, symbol timing synchronization
and carrier frequency synchronization according to the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, the conjugate sequence
of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and the synchronization signal comprises:

performing sliding correlation on the synchronization signal by using the ZC sequence whose root index is 1,
and obtaining a first sliding correlation peak;
performing sliding correlation on the synchronization signal by using the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence
whose root index is 1, and obtaining a second sliding correlation peak;
determining a start location of the first signal according to a location of the first sliding correlation peak and a
location of the second sliding correlation peak, and completing the symbol timing synchronization; and
determining a carrier frequency offset value according to the location of the first sliding correlation peak and
the start location of the first signal, and completing the carrier frequency synchronization.

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein the determining a start location of the first signal according to a location
of the first sliding correlation peak and a location of the second sliding correlation peak comprises:

determining a middle point location between the location of the first sliding correlation peak and the location of
the second sliding correlation peak;
determining a distance between an ideal start location of the first signal and an ideal start location of the second
signal; and
determining the start location of the first signal according to the middle point location and the distance.

18. A network device, comprising:

a processing module, configured to: obtain a first signal after performing discrete Fourier transform DFT and
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a ZC sequence whose
root index is 1, obtain a second signal after performing DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on
a conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and generate a synchronization signal, wherein
the synchronization signal comprises the first signal and the second signal; and
a sending module, configured to send, to a terminal device, the synchronization signal generated by the process-
ing module.

19. The network device according to claim 18, wherein the processing module is specifically configured to: divide the
ZC sequence whose root index is 1 into N subsequences, perform DFT and OFDM modulation on each of the N
subsequences, and splice the modulated N subsequences into the first signal.

20. The network device according to claim 19, wherein the first signal is obtained by the processing module in the
following manner:

performing discrete Fourier transform on each subsequence to obtain a frequency subdomain signal corre-
sponding to each subsequence;
performing inverse discrete Fourier transform on the frequency subdomain signal corresponding to each sub-
sequence to obtain a time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal;
adding a CP to the time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal to obtain a sub-
signal corresponding to each time subdomain signal; and
splicing all sub-signals into the first signal.

21. The network device according to claim 18, wherein the network device is specifically configured to: perform inverse
discrete Fourier transform on the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 to obtain a corresponding time-domain signal;
and add a CP to the time-domain signal to obtain the first signal.

22. The network device according to claim 18, wherein the processing module is specifically configured to: divide a
conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 into N subsequences, perform DFT and OFDM
modulation on each of the N subsequences, and splice the modulated N subsequences into the second signal.
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23. The method according to claim 22, wherein the second signal is obtained by the processing module in the following
manner:

performing discrete Fourier transform on each subsequence to obtain a frequency subdomain signal corre-
sponding to each subsequence;
performing inverse discrete Fourier transform on the frequency subdomain signal corresponding to each sub-
sequence to obtain a time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal;
adding a CP to the time subdomain signal corresponding to each frequency subdomain signal to obtain a sub-
signal corresponding to each time subdomain signal; and
splicing all sub-signals into the second signal.

24. The network device according to claim 18, wherein the processing module is specifically configured to: perform
inverse discrete Fourier transform on the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1 to obtain
a corresponding time-domain signal; and add a CP to the time-domain signal to obtain the second signal.

25. A terminal device, comprising:

a receiving module, configured to receive a synchronization signal sent by a network device, wherein the
synchronization signal comprises a first signal and a second signal, the first signal is obtained after the network
device performs discrete Fourier transform DFT and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing OFDM modu-
lation, or OFDM modulation on a ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and the second signal is obtained after
the network device performs DFT and OFDM modulation, or OFDM modulation on a conjugate sequence of
the ZC sequence whose root index is 1; and
a processing module, configured to perform symbol timing synchronization and carrier frequency synchronization
according to the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, the conjugate sequence of the ZC sequence whose root
index is 1, and the synchronization signal.

26. The terminal device according to claim 25, wherein the processing module is specifically configured to: perform
sliding correlation on the synchronization signal by using the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and obtain a first
sliding correlation peak; perform sliding correlation on the synchronization signal by using the conjugate sequence
of the ZC sequence whose root index is 1, and obtain a second sliding correlation peak; determine a start location
of the first signal according to a location of the first sliding correlation peak and a location of the second sliding
correlation peak, and complete the symbol timing synchronization; and determine a carrier frequency offset value
according to the location of the first sliding correlation peak and the start location of the first signal, and complete
the carrier frequency synchronization.

27. The terminal device according to claim 26, wherein that the processing module determines a start location of the
first signal according to a location of the first sliding correlation peak and a location of the second sliding correlation
peak is specifically:

determining a middle point location between the location of the first sliding correlation peak and the location of
the second sliding correlation peak;
determining a distance between an ideal start location of the first signal and an ideal start location of the second
signal; and
determining the start location of the first signal according to the middle point location and the distance.
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